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Abstract

Animations driven by motion capture data are typically limited by their kinematic nature. In this paper, we
describe a new data-driven approach for producing interactive dynamic balancing behaviors for an animated
character. The result is a character that can interactively respond to single or multiple pushes in various directions
and of varying magnitudes. A database of captured responses to pushes is used to create a model that supports
hip, arm, and stepping strategies for balance recovery. An interactive push is modelled as a force impulse, which
is then used to compute a momentum-based motion index in order to select the most appropriate recovery motion
from the database. The selected motion is then adapted in order to provide a response that is specifically tailored
to the given force impulse while preserving the realism and style of the original motion. Based on a relatively
small motion database, our system is effective in generating various interactive balancing behaviors, for single
and multiple pushes.
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1. Introduction

Kinematic methods and dynamic methods each have their
own merits as means for creating realistic interactive char-
acter animations. Kinematic methods driven by motion cap-
ture data offer realism while being limited in their generality.
Methods that explicitly model dynamics have the promise of
being more general, but require solving difficult control or
optimization problems in order to deal with the active na-
ture of human motion. In this work, we apply a data-driven
approach to a restricted class of dynamic interactions with
the environment, namely that of a character receiving unex-
pected pushes. We show that a data-driven approach to this
problem yields a simple and effective solution for this case,
and we expect that a similar methodology may be useful in
constructing models of other types of dynamic interaction
with the environment.

Human balance movements are classified assemi-
automaticmovements in the movement sciences. These are
non-trivial motor tasks that are learned in early childhood.
Once acquired, we can quickly select an appropriate motor
plan from a repertoire of balancing motions in response to
unexpected external perturbations. We develop an analogous

data-driven approach for interactive balancing wherein a dy-
namic perturbation triggers the selection of a suitable bal-
ancing motion from a motion database, which is then further
tailored for the particular perturbation.

Figure 1: System Overview

Figure1 is an overview of the system. We first construct
a motion database (Section4) which is populated with mo-
tion data from a series of experimental pushes applied to a
subject. In the online phase, a user can then interactively ap-
ply a push of a desired magnitude and direction. A motion
selection algorithm (Section5) then selects a matching mo-
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tion from the database according to the momentum pertur-
bation, as well as possible constraints from the environment
that may dictate what kind of balance strategies can and can-
not be used. Once a motion is selected, it is adapted in or-
der to more precisely match the current perturbation strength
and direction. Finally, the result is blended with the ongoing
motion in order to generate a plausible animation, while at
the same time satisfying existing foot-ground contact con-
straints (Section6).

2. Related Work

Human balancing behaviors are of interest to a broad range
of research areas, including biomechanics, robotics, and
computer animation.

2.1. Biomechanics

The biomechanics and motor control community has been
studying the human balance problem continually and
extensively [HvDdB∗97, HHSC97, HR98, HR99, SCW01,
MMF03,Pat03]. However, a thorough understanding of the
underlying neural control mechanism and musculoskeletal
dynamic system has yet to be found. A common starting
point has been the study of natural body swaying and postu-
ral adjustments under small perturbations. For larger pertur-
bations, various balancing strategies have been observed and
analyzed, including the hip strategy, the arm rotation strat-
egy, as well as change-of-support strategies such as stepping.

Two important concepts related to balance control are
commonly used in the biomechanics literature. Humans reg-
ulate their body muscles to adjust the net Ground Reaction
Force (GRF) between foot and ground to regain balance. The
point of application of the GRF is constrained to be within
the foot support polygon, and the GRF can only push but not
pull the foot. The Center of Pressure (CoP) is defined as the
point on the ground where the resultant normal GRF acts. It
is mathematically equivalent to the Zero Momentum Point
(ZMP) (see Section2.3) commonly used in the robotics lit-
erature ( [Gos99]).

2.2. Robotics

Biped balancing is a topic of considerable interest in robotics
[Gos99, SPH03, GK04, PHH04, AG05, KLKK05]. For hu-
manoid robots, reference trajectory tracking based on regu-
lation of various balance indices, such as momentum, ZMP,
or CoM, forms the framework for the majority of the work
( [KKI02,LCR∗02,IAK03,KKT∗00,KKK ∗03a,KKK ∗03b]).
This framework is intended to deal with small perturbations
caused by imperfections or by noise in the underlying dy-
namical system and the environment. Balance recovery from
large perturbations remains a goal to be achieved. However,
this work provides a solid starting point for an improved un-
derstanding of balance behaviors.

2.3. Computer animation

Balance is an essential feature that makes human char-
acter animations realistic. Spacetime optimization [WK88,
Coh92] and simulation methods ( [HWBO95, PBM00,
FvdPT01, ZH02, FP03]) emphasize the physical plausibil-
ity of motions, by incorporating dynamic constraints into
the modelling and simulation procedure. These methods are
usually computationally expensive and do not account for
style. In contrast, motion editing techniques use measured
motion data and emphasize rapid or interactive generation
of new motions ( [PSS02, AF03, KGP02, LCR∗02, LWS02,
AFO03]). Recent developments are beginning to combine
the advantages of both techniques (e.g., [ALP04, SHP04]),
either to reduce the computation and increase the realism of
synthesized motions, or to generalize motion capture data
while preserving dynamic effects.

Recent results based on explicitly characterizing momen-
tum patterns [LP02,ALP04] are particularly relevant to our
own work. To preserve the dynamic behavior of the input
motion, a spline-based parameterization is introduced for the
linear and angular momentum patterns of a captured mo-
tion. A family of similar motions are first optimized off-line,
and then interpolated online to generate new motions. In this
work, we also treat the momentum characteristics as a signif-
icant tool for modelling dynamic motions. We focus on ap-
plying fast and simple transformations that preserve the mo-
mentum characteristics as much as possible. Our approach
works for momentum patterns such as the example shown in
Figure2, while the work of [LP02] uses a more constrained
parameterization of momentum pattern tailored to a particu-
lar class of motion.

Figure 2: Total linear momentum of an arm-rotation bal-
ance strategy plotted as a function of time. The arms rotate
three times before the subject recovers. The red and green
curves are the X and Z components of the linear momentum.
A Y-up right hand coordinate system is used. The broken
segment labelled by the black arrow is due to motion cap-
ture noise.

The Zero Moment Point (ZMP) is a balance index that
is widely used in robotics, first introduced by [VJ69]. The
ZMP is defined as that point on the ground at which the
net moment of the inertial forces and gravity forces has no
component along the horizontal axes. For physically plau-
sible motions, the ZMP always remains inside, or on the
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boundary of, the support polygon, even when the character
is falling. Key-framed animations and captured motions can
both violate the ZMP constraint due to errors and noise in-
troduced during the modelling, capture and processing pro-
cedures. [TSK00, SKG03] each describe an interesting ap-
proach that modifies voluntary motions to make them sat-
isfy the ZMP constraint exactly at all times. The reasoning
behind using the ZMP in computer graphics is that while
computer-generated motions may well be physically impos-
sible, they look better when they are physically plausible.

We do not attempt to edit motions based on their ZMP
constraints for several reasons. First, it is not obvious how
to associate a computed ZMP pattern with the multimodal
(hip, arm, stepping) balance strategies that we wish to sup-
port. Second, we do not know the perturbation forces for the
balance-recovery motions that we capture, and so we can-
not precisely reconstruct the ZMP motion for these motions.
Last, the computations for the ZMP are based on acceler-
ations and are thus sensitive to noise in the captured data.
Additionally, it requires a model of the mass and inertial
properties of the links, which may be difficult to estimate ac-
curately. The issues in computing ZMP locations from mo-
tion data also arise in the work of [TSK00,SKG03], where
terms are dropped from the ZMP equation in order to obtain
a simpler and more robust estimate of the ZMP. In our work,
we design transformations to respect ZMP constraints, rather
than explicitly computing the ZMP.

Most recently, [AFO05] describe experiments with push-
ing response animation synthesis. They parameterize push
impulses as 6 dimensional vectors (3 dimensions for the lo-
cation on the body being pushed and 3 for the velocity of this
location). Then a user-trained oracle selects a response mo-
tion from the database that will give the best visual quality
when the necessary kinematic transitions and deformations
are applied. They use a large database, consisting mainly of
stepping balance responses, and can deal with unconstrained
pushes on the upper body. Dynamic properties of the mo-
tions, such as the momentum characteristics and the ZMP
constraint, are not directly taken into account.

3. Background

3.1. Balance Strategies

We capture hip, arm, and stepping balance strategies for pop-
ulating our motion database.

• Hip strategy: characterized by body sway resembling a
two link inverted pendulum by bending at the hip. This
is typically elicited during perturbations that are large, on
compliant support surfaces, or when the task requires a
large or rapid shift in CoM.

• Arm strategy: characterized by rapid arm rotation. This
is typically elicited during perturbations too large to re-
cover by just lower limb strategies, and with environment

constraints (i.e., standing on a ledge) or instructions that
prevent stepping.

• Stepping strategy: characterized by asymmetrical loading
and unloading of the legs to move the base of support un-
der the falling CoM. This is typically elicited when there
are no surface or instructional constraints, or when the
perturbations are extremely large and in-place balance is
not possible.

Although every strategy has its own kinematic and dynamic
characteristics, they form a continuum of “mixed” strategies
in the postural and balance response space, instead of being
“discrete” strategies. In classifying the type of strategy that is
observed in a given motion, we order the balance strategies
as follows, from weakest to strongest: (1) hip strategy; (2)
arm strategy; and (3) stepping strategy. We classify a motion
according to the strongest balance strategy that is displayed.
For example, if the subject rotated her arms as well as step-
ping, we label the motion as being a stepping strategy.

3.2. Momentum

Linear and angular momentum (about the CoM), denoted as
P andHc, can be calculated kinematically as follows:

P = ∑Pi = ∑mivi = mv

Hc = ∑Hi +∑cci ×Pi

Hi = Iiωi

(1)

wherem is the total mass,c is the location of the CoM,v
is the velocity of the CoM. Quantities with subscripti repre-
sent the quantity for just theith link of the rigid body system,
e.g.,ωi is the angular velocity of theith segment,Ii is the mo-
ment of inertia of theith segment. The vector pointing from
c to ci is denotedcci . We estimate mass-inertia parameters
by approximating each limb of the motion capture subject
with cylinders of matching sizes. We then estimate a uni-
form density to match the total mass of the virtual character
with that of the motion capture subject.

The rate of change of linear and angular momentum can
be calculated as follows:

f + fperturb+mg = Ṗ

cs× fperturb+cp× f +(0, ty,0)T = Ḣc
(2)

where the external perturbation forcefperturb applies at point
s. cs is the vector pointing from the CoMc to s. Resultant
GRF f applies at the CoPp, andty is the the resultant mo-
ment around the vertical axis exerted by GRF. We only con-
sider the instability about horizontal axes. That is, we do not
model the rotation about the vertical axis that a strong off-
axis push might introduce, such as a push to the right shoul-
der.

For all our captured balancing motions, we apply pertur-
bations to a neutral stance pose. The pushes are applied at a
consistent height and towards the central vertical axis of the
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character. We model the perturbations as impacts, that is, im-
pulses of short duration that therefore do not allow the sub-
ject to have actively modulated the GRF during the course of
the perturbation. During a perturbation, we thus assume that
the GRF continues to go through the CoM and counteracting
gravity, and therefore having no effect about horizontal axes
for bothṖ andḢc. This allows for the following approxima-
tion:

fperturb
∼= Ṗ

cs× fperturb
∼= Ḣc.

(3)

We can thus use Equation1 to compute the maximum mo-
mentum of the system during a perturbation and its subse-
quent recovery. This provides an estimation of the pertur-
bation momentum injected by the external force, with the
assumptions that Equation3 holds, and the balancer only re-
moves momentum from the system.

3.3. Push Impulse Parametrization

Figure 3: Parametrization of push impulses. A similar plot
also serves as a visualization tool for the motion database,
with the colour indicating the type of balance strategy that
is invoked for a push of the given magnitude and direction.

We parameterize the push impulse and the corresponding
captured balancing motion using the polar coordinate plot
shown in Figure3. The polar angleθ represents the per-
turbation direction. The polar radiusr represents the pertur-
bation magnitude. We estimate the direction and magnitude
of perturbation impulses according to Equation1. The color
represents the balance strategy: hip strategies are shown in
yellow; arm strategies are shown in orange; stepping strate-
gies are pink.

4. Motion Capture and Database Construction

We captured six sessions of balancing motions, each being
1 to 2 minutes in duration, at 60Hz, using a Vicon optical
motion capture system. The balancing subject was asked to
balance naturally, and not to fake vigorous balancing mo-
tions on a small perturbation. An assistant who served as
a “pusher” was asked to push through the subject’s central

vertical axis, so as to not to cause unnecessary momentum
about the vertical axis. He was asked to deliver the pushes
at a consistent height towards the middle of the torso, in or-
der to make the relationship between the linear and angular
momentum consistent across all perturbations. The pusher
was requested to vary the magnitude and direction of the ap-
plied pushes. The pushes were to be with sufficient force to
make the subject visibly move but sufficiently small so that
the subject would not fall.

We hand-segmented the resulting data into distinct
balance-motion clips and hand-classified the balance strat-
egy invoked by the subject. A total of 66 motion clips form
our motion database. The data is passed through a series
of automatic post-processing stages. For stepping motions,
foot-ground contacts and breaks are detected using a posi-
tion/velocity threshold algorithm. The foot-ground contact
information is used later by the motion selection and motion
blending algorithm to favor plausible matches and smooth
transitions.

We parametrize the motions using the polar coordinates
described in Section3.3. For motions involving stepping,
however, an interesting artifact is that a separate sideways
shift of the momentum occurs in order to shift the center of
mass (CoM) over the stance foot in preparation for stepping.
Our momentum estimate produced by Equation1 will there-
fore implicitly include this secondary effect, thereby poten-
tially introducing an error in terms of estimating the magni-
tude and direction of the momentum perturbation applied by
the push. Empirically and intuitively, the shift of CoM from
the start to the end of the stepping conforms well with the
real perturbation direction. Hence, we choose the direction
of the CoM shift as the polar angle for stepping strategies.
The perturbation magnitude estimated from Eq.1 is then
projected onto this new direction. For consistency, we can
apply the same direction and magnitude correction for in-
place balance strategies as well (i.e., hip and arm strategies).
The CoM shifts for in-place balance motions agree very well
with the perturbation direction from Equation1. Thus, there
is no harm in applying this operation for in-place motions,
while it improves the estimate for stepping motions.

Finally, we exploit symmetry to increase the number of
motions in the database even further. As shown on the left
of Figure6, motion 1 is mirrored with respect to the sagittal
plane to produce motion 2. For all motions classified as be-
ing in-place balance strategies, we also interpolate motion 1
and 2 in order to get a motion that is neutral with respect to
the sagittal plane, e.g., motion 3.

5. Motion Selection

Given a user-specified momentum perturbation and possible
environmental constraints, we first employ a nearest neigh-
bor (NN) algorithm to find the best matching balance mo-
tion for subsequent transformation and blending. Because
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our motion database is sparse and sample motions are not
evenly distributed, we choose to use a NN algorithm over
other potentially more sophisticated scattered data interpo-
lation techniques.

Environmental constraints, such as that of a character
standing on a balance beam can be used to further constrain
the strategies that the character can adopt. We first enumer-
ate the allowed strategies and then apply the NN algorithm
among the motions that use the allowed strategies. We now
describe in detail how the NN algorithm chooses a matching
motion based on an input perturbation momentum.

For every poseΩ in the database, we define a recover-
able momentumr(Ω) that this pose can regain balance from,
i.e., there is a trajectory in the database such that the char-
acter returned to a stable neutral pose successfully from this
pose with momentumr(Ω). Usually we just definer(Ω) to
be the actual momentum that this pose has in the database
motion projected onto the perturbation direction (due to the
same reason we explained in Section4). It is not necessar-
ily the true upper bound for the recoverable momentum for
this pose, but is what we can deal with given only the data
found in the database. For every motion snippet, denote the
initial pose asΩ0, and the pose where the character reaches
the maximum momentum asΩm. Then we set

r(Ωi) = r(Ωm) for i ∈ [0,m) (4)

The reason for this modification is thatΩi ’s are further away
from the balance constraint boundary thanΩm is, so they
should recover from at least momentumr(Ωm). Ideally if
we could deliver the perturbation instantly during our exper-
iments,m would be zero and this operation would not be
necessary.

We also define a relationship operator< between two mo-
menta such thatP1 < P2 denotes that the difference between
their aligned polar radius∆ra is is greater or equal to zero.
For a stepping strategy,∆ra = r1−r2. For in-place strategies,
∆ra = r1 sinθ1

sinθ2
−r2 as illustrated in Figure6 (left). Section6.2

will describe in detail how we align momenta of different di-
rections for different strategies.

We begin by defining the pose distance between two poses
as dp(Ω,Ω′), which we take to be a weighted sum of the
squared joint angle differences. Denote the distance between
two momenta asdm(P,P′). We will take this to be a weighted
sum of the squared differences of their polar coordinates,
properly normalized and aligned.

dm(P,P′) = (
∆θ

∆θmax
)2 +k(

∆ra

∆rmax
)2 (5)

We take∆θmax= π, and∆rmax be the largest momentum in
the motion database. Weightk is determined experimentally.

Given an input momentumP applied to poseΩ with mo-

mentumm(Ω), we wish to find a new poseΩ′ by

min
Ω′

(w∗dp(Ω,Ω′)+dm(r(Ω′),m(Ω)+P))

s.t. r(Ω′) < m(Ω)+P
(6)

where weightw is determined experimentally.m(Ω) is de-
fined as:

m(Ω) =
{

0 Ω = Ω0
r(Ω) otherwise

(7)

Motion selection upon an initial push from a static neutral
pose, and motion selection for a second response upon an-
other push during the balancing of a first push are treated in
almost the same way. The only difference is that in Equa-
tion 7 m(Ω) = 0 whenΩ = Ω0. I.e., when the balancer is
in the static neutral pose, the momentum should be zero be-
cause no push has been delivered yet.

If there areN motions in the database, andK frames for
each motion, then a naive search algorithm forΩ′ would
be NK. However, we can reduce the computation by prun-
ing away entire motions. First, only a handful of motions
in the database are close to the direction ofm(Ω)+ P, and
other motions need not to be considered at all. Second, if,
for a motionJ of KJ frames,r(ΩJ0) � m(Ω)+P, then mo-
tion J is immediately eliminated, sincer(ΩJ0) < r(ΩJi), for
all i ∈ [0,KJ]. For a momentum perturbation applied to a neu-
tral pose, the lookup is further simplified because the best
matching pose defaults toΩJ0, i.e., the 0th frame of motion
J, due to the fact that we captured all the motions from a
common starting neutral pose. It is only for a second push
occurring during the course of recovering from a first push
that we need to search within a motion.

6. Motion Adaptation

After a best matching motion is selected from the motion
database, we need to adapt this motion to make up the dif-
ference of perturbation momenta between the user input and
the selected database perturbation. The basic principle is that
we only transform the motion in the direction that poses less
of a challenge to the underlying dynamic system, in terms
of dynamic constraints (ZMP and torque limits) and kine-
matic constraints (joint angle limits). For example, if a mo-
tion is captured under a perturbation momentum∆P, then an
adaptation of this motion is very likely to handle a pertur-
bation momentum∆P/2. In contrast, extrapolating this mo-
tion to recover from a perturbation momentum 2∆P can lead
to harmful results, without formulating all the constraints
into the algorithm explicitly. The principle of only allowing
constraint-respecting transformations motivates our defini-
tion of the< relationship operator in the motion selection
algorithm (Section5).

6.1. Scaling

If the perturbation magnitudes do not match, we apply a
scaling transformation on the selected motion. We represent
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joint rotations using exponential mapsq, i.e., the rotation
axis scaled by the rotation angle about the axis ( [Gra98]).
Scaling ofq by a scalarα amounts to scaling of the rotation
magnitude.

q′ = αq (8)

where 0< α ≤ 1, with corresponding scaling of the rela-
tive root joint displacements as well. We further apply an
empirically-derived linear warp of the motion in time, ob-
serving that smaller perturbations allow a faster recovery.
We can speed up the scaled down motions, ideally according
to some space-time relationships for various balance strate-
gies. We use a simple relationship that warps the time by
(1+ ε/2) while scaling in space by(1− ε). To achieve the
original momentum scale factor, we solve forε according to:

(1− ε)∗ (1+
ε

2
) = α (9)

Figure4 shows the effects of the scaling operation on linear
momentum.

Figure 4: The X and Z components of the linear momentum
with respect to time of the original (red and green) motion
and the scaled motion (blue and yellow).

Figure 5: Angular momentum about CoM of the original
(red) and rotated (green) motions. Horizontal axis is the X
component. Vertical axis is the Z component. Left: in-place
rotation. Right: stepping rotation.

6.2. Rotation

If the direction of perturbations do not match, we perform
a rotation transformation on the selected motion. If the per-
turbation is rotated about the vertical axis by an angle, the
output motion and its momentum should also rotate. For ex-
ample, if we push someone forward, she steps forward. If
we push her to the left, then we expect her to step to the
left. Of course we can push her in such a way that makes
her to rotate to the left and then step forward. However as
described in Section4, we do not consider perturbation mo-
mentum around the vertical axis. Thus by rotation we do not
refer to the character rotating her facing direction, but rather
we refer to rotating the perturbation momentum and its cor-
responding balance motion.

We apply separate algorithms for in-place motion rotation
and stepping rotation, as will be described shortly. Hence,
the calculation for the aligned magnitude difference between
two momenta∆ra will also be different. Figure5 shows an
example of the effects of rotation operation on angular mo-
mentum. Linear momentum transforms similarly.

6.2.1. In-place rotation

For in-place balance motions, the foot support polygon is
fixed and not radially equidistant. In Figure6 (left), if we
want to rotate motion 1 towards the sagittal planeX, we in-
terpolate motion 1 and its sagittal-plane-neutral motion 3 (as
described in Section4). Given a new user input, the green
dot, its magnitude difference∆ra from the database sample 1
is the distance marked by the bracket in the illustration.

Figure 6: Left: In-place rotation illustration. Right: Foot
support polygon.

The motivation for the projection is as follows. By the
principle of respecting constraints during motion adapta-
tions, only rotations to less constrained directions are al-
lowed. In Figure6 (right), 1 is the direction of the original
motion with a shorter radius, and suppose now we rotate it
to direction 2. Since the support polygon has longer radius
in direction 2, the dynamical system has a larger stability
margin and hence a longer time to remove perturbation mo-
mentum before it hits the ZMP boundary (i.e., foot support
polygon boundary). Thus it is reasonable to say that the ro-
tated new motion is physically valid given the same amount
of perturbation momentum. However, we cannot justify the
validity of a motion rotated from direction 2 to 1 because
we may lose the ability to recover balance due to the more
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constrained nature of the support polygon in this direction.
If motion 2 already hits the boundary of various constraints,
such as the ZMP constraint, then the rotated motion now in
direction 1 will likely be implausible physically because the
ZMP will shoot outside of the foot support polygon. That
being said, we can still rotate a motion from direction 2 to 1,
if we take into account the loss of recoverability when cal-
culating∆ra during our motion selection phase (Section5),
by properly projecting the database momentum onto direc-
tion 1.

6.2.2. Stepping rotation

For stepping motions, the goal is to change the stepping di-
rection. The foot support polygon changes during the course
of the motion. We thus do not need to project momentum
while rotating. Hence∆ra would just be the difference be-
tween the original polar radius of two momenta.

We denote the rotation about the vertical axisY by matrix
R, then

q = R∗q (10)

with corresponding rotation of the relative root joint dis-
placements as well.

For single DoF joints such as the elbow, we keep the orig-
inal joint rotations unchanged. Because the above operation
will introduce additional degrees of freedom and render the
transformed motion unrealistic when the rotation angle inR
is large. For knee joints, such cancelling will move the foot
position; we thus displace the hip joints accordingly to coun-
teract such effects.

6.3. Blending

Selected and transformed motions from the database have
to be blended with the current pose or motion in order to en-
sure a smooth transition. We use simple linear blending tech-
niques together with simple root displacement techniques.
Better blending, foot skating elimination, and IK algorithms
( [RCB98,KGS02]) could also be applied as necessary.

Certain constraints, such as foot-ground contact con-
straints, also have influence on the motion selection phase
(Section5). For example, a stepping poseΩ with the left
foot in air cannot be easily blended to a stepping poseΩ′

with the right foot in air. To disallow such blending, we set
dp(Ω,Ω′) = ∞ in Equation6.

7. Results and Conclusions

We tested our algorithm using a database consisting of 66
captured balance behaviors. Users applied perturbations in-
teractively by selecting the desired direction and magnitude
using a polar coordinate plot GUI similar to Figure3. The
resulting selected and adapted balance motions along with
the perturbations were then computed and animated in 3D in
real-time.

(a) forward hip backward arm

(b) forward hip forward step

(c) forward hip forward left step

(d) forward step forward step

(e) forward step forward step

(f) backward step forward step

Figure 7: Balance behaviors under perturbations of differ-
ent directions and magnitudes. Each motion is labelled with
the directions of the perturbations and the strategies of the
matching database motions.
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Figure7 shows a number of motions interactively gener-
ated from user inputs. We label each motion with the direc-
tions of the perturbations and the strategies of the matching
database motions. For example, Figure7(a)is a motion gen-
erated by a forward push then followed by a second back-
ward push. The first matching motion is a balance response
using hip strategy, the second matching motion is a balance
response using arm strategy. Figure7(f) is a backward step-
ping followed by a forward stepping. The forward stepping
is shown in a different color and interlaced with the first
backward stepping. Further examples are available in the ac-
companying video.

Although our motion database only contains balance be-
haviors under single pushes, our system successfully gener-
ated motions that respond to multiple pushes, as well as to
single pushes. This is important, because it is prohibitive to
properly sample the space of all possible multiple-push sce-
narios.

Our system is fast and effective, even when using a rel-
atively small motion database. It should be useful for inter-
active video games, fast balance behavior choreography, au-
tonomous avatar control in virtual reality applications, and
reference trajectory formation for humanoid robots.

In the future, we plan to investigate the other dimensions
of the perturbation momentum we neglected in this work.
For example, we wish to consider perturbations from dif-
ferent heights, and with an angular component around the
vertical axis. We are also interested in studying responses to
pushes during walking and running. The current blending of
a response under a second push into the first response can
introduce physical implausibility, and this needs to be re-
solved for real robotics applications. More formal user eval-
uation of the results are very useful too. We also plan to ex-
plore more interactive motor task synthesis using this kind of
data-driven approach, with dynamic indices and constraint-
respecting transformations.
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